
What’s Up @ KPIT

Bringing in the sunshine
with new KPIT updates!

August 5th, 2023

AND THAT’S A WRAP
FOR THIS WEEK’S DIGEST. 

WE’LL BE BACK SOON WITH
MORE INTERESTING UPDATES. 

An initiative by:
Automobelievers at KPIT

Like what we do?
We've got more stuff down below:

WATCH THE VIDEO NOW 

JOIN US ON THIS INCREDIBLE JOURNEY

GET TO KNOW HIS STORY

CHECK OUT THE HIGHLIGHTS 

EMBARK ON A JOURNEY
THROUGH OUR TIMELINE

Mr. Ravi Pandit, Co-Founder & Chairman, KPIT 
and Mr. Kishor Patil, Co-Founder, Managing 
Director, & CEO, KPIT, were part of an engaging 
discussion on BQ Prime about how KPIT is 

leading the Autotech Overdrive. They shared their 
insights about KPIT's journey of continuous 

growth over the years and how we’ve become an 
independent so ware integration partner to independent so ware integration partner to 

global automotive leaders. The conversation also 
delves into how KPIT empowers OEMs to 

accelerate their journey towards 
So ware-Defined Vehicles. 

Step into the world of KPIT's onboarding 
experience as new joiners take a campus tour, 
meet their colleagues, and get to hear from our 
leaders. Excited to experience it yourself? 

Meet our colleague Suraj, who started his 
journey as a fresh graduate in India but is now a 
Tech Lead. But his story doesn't end there. In 
fact, in just a few years since joining us, he’s also 

worked from our office in Munich!

KPIT had the privilege of hosting Mr. Jean-Marc 
Séré-Charlet, Consul General of France, along with 
Ms. Sylvia Malinbaum, Delegate of the Head of the 
Regional Economic Department for Mumbai. The 
visit highlighted our valuable contributions to the 
European market and culminated in a meaningful 
tree plantation activity, symbolizing the growth of 
our partnership and exciting prospects for future our partnership and exciting prospects for future 

collaboration. 

We are immensely proud to announce that KPIT's 
CSR program, 'Chhote Scientists,' has expanded its 
horizons to Thailand, bringing science education 
and hands-on learning to 24 enthusiastic students. 
Witness the joyous moments and impactful 
experiences of our team in Thailand as they 
conducted the 'Multiple Images & Laser in the 
Water' experiments, inspiring young minds to Water' experiments, inspiring young minds to 

explore the wonders of science.

Join us as we take a nostalgic trip down memory 
lane, celebrating the incredible journey of KPIT 
from its humble beginnings to becoming a leading 
independent so ware integration partner to auto 
leaders. Explore our timeline, filled with major 
milestones and defining moments that have 

shaped our success story.
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KPIT's BQ Prime Interview
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in-person onboarding
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journey at KPIT
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Co-founder, MD & CEO, KPIT TechChairman & Co-founder, KPIT Tech

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbJBGiz8QAI
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/kpit_kpit-activity-7092489162024493056-zcbD/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/Cve7yiNvBKK/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link&igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/kpit_kpit-mobility-france-activity-7093208389698121729-Nvi4/
https://www.kpit.com/the-journey-so-far/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kpit/
https://www.instagram.com/kpittechnologies/
https://www.youtube.com/@KPITTechnology

